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SnapClose and Stewart Announce New Integration 

Features 
 
Rumson, NJ (September 2, 2019) – Cornerstone Management Solutions has 
partnered with Stewart Title Guaranty Company to provide users with new integration 
features. This new integration allows SnapClose clients to have access to policy 
jackets and closing protection letters (CPLs). 
 
SnapClose is a comprehensive cloud-based title insurance software production 
system that makes generating settlement documents simpler and facilitates 
communication across all parties. These new features help streamline the digital 
closing experience for its users.  
 
Electronic policy jackets and CPLs add value and convenience to the SnapClose user 
experience, especially due to its ability to auto populate fields which saves users time 
and headaches.  
 
“We're thrilled to announce our partnership with Stewart to provide our clients access 
to incredibly rich technology solutions. This latest integration will provide title agents 
direct access within the SnapClose platform to order electronic CPL and Policy Jackets 
from Stewart, ultimately improving efficiency and cutting costs” stated SnapClose 
CTO, Richard Pisciotta. 
 
“This integration with SnapClose helps our Stewart Trusted Providers™ spend more 
time focusing on their customers and less time on manual process,” said Tara Smith, 
Stewart’s Group President, Agency Services. 
 
SnapClose has proven success in the real estate transaction management space, with 
clients and partners located throughout the country. For more information on these 
integration features please visit snapclose.com or call 1 (877) 476-2725.  
 



About SnapClose  
 
SnapClose is a cloud-based title closing software designed to simplify the activities 
among title insurance agents, mortgage lenders, real estate attorneys and settlement 
service providers. Powered by Cornerstone Management Solutions, Inc., the 
SnapClose Family of software products offers users an integrated, feature-rich 
experience for end-to-end real estate transaction management. With SnapClose 
users are able to dynamically monitor every detail and seamlessly collaborate on all 
aspects of settlement transactions. We aim to enhance productivity and increase 
profitability for all clients. Our software allows both title agents and attorneys to 
collaborate effortlessly with multiple parties through the use SnapClose and 
SnapClose Lawyer. For more information visit snapclose.com and connect with us on 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram.  
 
About Stewart 
 
Stewart Information Services Corporation (NYSE-STC) is a global real estate services 
company, offering products and services through our direct operations, network of 
Stewart Trusted Providers™ and family of companies. From residential and 
commercial title insurance and closing and settlement services to specialized 
offerings for the mortgage industry, we offer the comprehensive service, deep 
expertise and solutions our customers need for any real estate transaction. At 
Stewart, we believe in building strong relationships – and these partnerships are the 
cornerstone of every closing, every transaction and every deal. Stewart. Real 
partners. Real possibilities.tm More information can be found at 
http://www.stewart.com, subscribe to the Stewart blog at http://blog.stewart.com 
or follow Stewart on Twitter® @stewarttitleco. 
 
Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 


